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Dear 
 
Thank you for your Official Information Act request, received on 16 April 2019.  You 
requested the following: 
 

Did Treasury hire Heartwork to provide this session? If it did: 
• What is probity like when contracting for this kind of thing with a former 
consultant reported to be friends with folks in ELT?  
• Is the registration fee a partial recouping of the costs of the card decks for 
Treasury, or is it Heartwork’s charge for the session? Does Treasury’s Guidance 
for Setting Charges in the Public Sector apply? 
 
If Treasury didn’t hire Heartwork for the session, and instead it’s been through 
other arrangements, what’s policy at Treasury around hosting commercial outfits 
like Heartwork for these kinds of sessions – do you charge rent on the space? If a 
different company wanted to run a similar event at Treasury for their own 
proprietary teamwork program marketing thing [there are oodles of consultants in 
this general space], what would be the process around approving that? It 
wouldn’t be hard to imagine Dale Carnegie being happy to provide sessions with 
similar objectives/outcomes, for example. And it would totally make sense for Tsy 
to send staff for training for this stuff on an as-needed basis. But the nut of it here 
is if Carnegie’s local trainers [or other equivalent] asked Treasury if they could 
provide a $35/head session at Treasury with Treasury and others invited, on what 
basis could you decline them when you’ve allowed Heartwork? 
 

The Treasury did not hire Heartwork for the Social Lab session.  
 
The Treasury contracted Heartwork for three workshops with staff in accordance with 
the Treasury’s procurement policy.  
 
Heartwork offered a separate session open to a wider audience, to which Treasury 
staff who had participated in the earlier workshops were invited, free of charge. The 
Treasury attends, presents at and hosts many events involving a wider audience that 
are aligned to our organisational strategies and priorities.  
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In providing the venue for the event organised and run by Heartwork, the Treasury 
provided an opportunity for its own staff to gather together with others interested in this 
approach and talk about their thoughts and experiences. There can be value in the 
Treasury providing a venue for groups to gather for presentations and discussion, 
including about key organisational aspects such as promoting diversity of thinking and 
common understanding. 
 
The Treasury did not charge Heartwork a fee for use of the Treasury’s premises. 
Heartwork did not charge the Treasury participants for attending the event. 
 
In terms of hosting events run by other companies, the Treasury is not in the business 
of renting space for commercial events. Whether the Treasury might provide a venue 
for an event run by other companies would very much depend on the circumstances. 
Things to be considered would be the purpose of the event, the benefits to the 
Treasury and any wider benefits. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
David Bowden 
Chief of Staff 
 
 
 




